Preparation and non-invasive in-vivo imaging of anti-adhesion barriers with fluorescent polymeric marks.
Comb-like PEMLn polymers with pendent PEG-PLLA side chains were synthesized as tissue anti-adhesion barriers. The comb-like structure improved the flexibility of the films. Fluorescent polymer-biocompatible polymer guest-host materials were printed on the films as marking dots. Without sacrificing rats on different days after surgery, degradation behaviors of the marked films can be investigated non-invasively in the in-vivo imaging system (IVIS) by monitoring the location of fluorescent signals. Degradation properties of PEML1/G26L35 films were adjusted by incorporating G26L35 oligomers. PEML1 and PEML1/G26L35 films were very effective in preventing post-surgical tissue-adhesions. Degradation behaviors of various films observed in the animal study were consistent with those investigated by the in-vivo imaging method. Fluorescent polymer/biocompatible polymer blends were promising candidates for in-vivo imaging applications.